Abstract. The concept of fuzzy implication algebra is weakened replacing the exchange axiom by an essentially weaker version. To each such algebra a groupoid is assigned. We get conditions under which this groupoid is commutative and show when a fuzzy implication algebra becomes a lattice with antitone involutions on all sections.
Weak fuzzy implication algebras
The concept of fuzzy implication algebra was introduced by W. Wu [6] as follows: DEFINITION 1. An algebra A = (A, -,0) of type (2, 0) is called a fuzzy implication algebra whenever it satisfies the following axioms Basic properties of fuzzy implication algebras were studied also in [3] and [4] where also homomorphisms of these algebras are described.
Note that the algebras satisfying the axioms (12),(13),(14) and the axiom (I6)x.((x-y).y) = l are just algebras dual to the well known BCK-algebras (see e.g. [2] ). It is also well known that from the axiomatic system of BCK-algebras identity (II) can be derived ( [2] ). But also conversely, axioms (II) and (13) yield identity 2 I. Chajda, P. Emanovsky, R. Halas (16), thus fuzzy implication algebras are just algebras dual to bounded BCKalgebras.
For some reasons, the identity (II) seems to be too strong. Hence, we replace (II) by the identity which one obtains by replacing z by 0.
In the case of fuzzy implication algebras the induced relation < (< is defined by setting x < y if and only if x-y = 1, see [4] ) is an order. By Lemma 1 (2) of [4] we have x < (x • y) • y and, by (3) , it follows ((x -y) -y) • z < x • z, thus the identity
(((* -y)-y)-z)-{x-z) = 1
holds in every fuzzy implication algebra. Of course, it satisfies also 1 • x = x. Hence, the following concept is really weaker than the concept of a fuzzy implication algebra: DEFINITION 2. An algebra A = (A, -,0) of type (2, 0) is called a weak fuzzy implication algebra if it satisfies the following axioms: Proof. By (A3), < is reflexive and due to (A4), it is antisymmetrical. Prove that < is also transitive. Let x < y and y < z. Then x • y = 1 and y • z = 1 and, by (A2), we have
e. < is an order on A. By (A5) we have 0 < a for each a € A. Moreover, applying (Al) and (A5) we derive
thus also a < 1 finishing the proof.
•
In what follows, < will be called the induced order on A. As mentioned before Definition 2 every fuzzy implication algebra is also a weak fuzzy implication algebra. Recall from [4] that a fuzzy implication algebra is called regular if x 00 = x. The induced operation © can be used to characterize when a weak fuzzy implication algebra satisfying the identity x 00 = x is a regular fuzzy implication algebra. and A satisfies x 00 = x, we can easily compute
thus A satisfies identity (II). Due to (II) we can rewrite the axiom (12) as follows
Further according to (II) and (A3) we have y-((y-z)-z) = (y-z)-(y-z) = 1.
Thus y < (y • z) • z and by Lemma 3 we obtain
is a regular fuzzy implication algebra. Conversely, let A -{A, 0) be a regular fuzzy implication algebra. Then A = (A, -,0) is a weak fuzzy implication algebra satisfying x 00 = x. Moreover, for the induced operation we have by Theorem 2 that x © 0 = x and x© y = y ©x. It remains to check the associativity of ©. By commutativity of © and (II) we derive 
Semilattice structure
In what follows, we will classify whether the ordered set (A, <) of a weak fuzzy implication algebra becomes a lattice. First, we characterize the V-semilattice structure. Let z < x,y and define
Then x A z y < x, y and for an arbitrary z\ < z we have
, we obtain by Lemma 1 and quasicommutativity Applying the mapping w -»• w x , we conclude that (A, V, A) contains a sublattice M3 or N5 as shown in Fig. 3 .
Finally, we can apply the involution w -> w° to reach a copy of M3 or ÌV5 with the bottom element 0 as visualized in Fig. 4 . In the case of M3, we can compute 
and it is trivial in the two-element intervals.
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Congruence properties
We have already seen that the class C of all weak fuzzy implication algebras contains the class of all BCK-algebras as a proper subclass. It is also well-known that the class of all BCK-algebras does not form a variety (see [7] ) since it is not closed on homomorphic images. Hence the class C also does not form a variety.
The proper reason for the above observation is that factor algebras of C need not satisfy the axiom (A4). Let us consider a subclass K, CC. The fact that K. 
Denote by DedA the set of all deductive systems of A. 
= (((® -y)-y)-z)-(x-z) =© ((-y)-z)-{x-z) = (y-z)-(xz),
and we are done. By an ideal of A € V we mean a non-empty subset I C A being closed under each ideal term t(xi,..., x n , yi,..., y m ) of V, i.e. we have t(ai,..., a n , ¿i,... ,i m ) E I whenever a\,..., a n 6 A and zi,... ,i m € I. A subset T of ideal terms of V is called a basis of ideal terms of V if for every A € V, I C A is an ideal of A iff I is non-empty and closed under each term of T.
Remark that 1 is an ideal term of V, and if V has at least two ideal terms, then there are infinitely many of them. Now we are ready to present Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) is clear by the previous theorem.
Since the implications (3) (4), (3) (2) and (2) (4) are evident, it is enough to show (4) (1): For this, assume that I is closed under ¿1)^2,^3)^4» ¿5 and let us prove that I 6 DedA. •
